Abstract. In this paper, by using white noise analysis (e.g. Wick 
Introduction and Preliminaries
In this paper we consider the following Gel where ~~ ~ ~~2,p denotes the norm of (S)p. We write ~ ~ ( f ~n~ for this correspondance..We (resp. ~ ~, ~ ») the dual pairing between S-p(Rn) and Sp(lRn) (resp. between (S)-p and (S)p), p running over IR+. Let 03C6 E (S)P, 03C6 E (S)-p with 03C6 ~ (F(n)), 03C8~(G(n)). Then 00 ~, ~ >= E n! F~n), G{n) > . . Then E(~) E (S). Thus for each ~ E (S)* we can put
We call S03C6 the S-transform of 03C6. Let (S)*. Assume that 03C6 ~ (F(n)) and 03C8 N (G(n)). (see also Lee [4] and Yan [8] 
where ~~(~~ Proof.
and F ~ (?)" we obtain (2.5) and (2.6) from (2.2). By using (1.5) we get (2.5) and (2.6) for 03C6 ~ (S)p+1 2
and
By (2.5), (2.6), (1.5) ~ dp ~~~) °T he theorem is proved.
As an application of (2.12)
we obtain the following well known result. Proof. We have where the series is convergent absolutely and uniformly on bounded subsets of S_p(1R) (see Lee (4~ and Yan ~8~). Let .1 E lR. The following formula was established in Potthoff-Yan [6] : (03BBx)~n := 03BBn03A3 (1-03BB-2)k n! k!(n-2k)!2k : x~n-2k ; T~kr (3.6)
Corollary. Let ø E (S
Thus, by (3.6) we obtain : (2x)~n := 03A3 n ! k ! ( n -2 k ) ! 2 k (2)n-2k : x~n-2k : T~kr (resp. ~-1) the operator R f (resp. R~).
As a particular case of Theorem 2.1 we have the following result. [7] ). Let Therefore, we get R03C8 = 03A3 : x~n : y~n n! >= ~(y). where ~ and ~ are supposed to be renormalizable.
